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Claiming CME Credit

The INOVA CME management system changed effective June 
2023. What does this mean for you?

1. All providers must create an account on the new platform, visit: cme.inova.org.

2. Once you have an account, credit for this session can be claimed in one of two
ways:

1. Text today’s session code VUTCAG to 703-260-9391.

2. Visit cme.inova.org/code to enter today’s session code (“VUTCAG”) on the website.

CME credit must be claimed within 30 days of the presentation date.
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& tech stack at the end …

REAL DISCLOSURES:

I am not an AI enthusiast nor an AI expert

AI is underhyped

Replacement and doomer narratives are overhyped

Impact of AI will be both jarring and imperceptible
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Aims of this Talk

1. Explain why AI/ML hype has intensified

2. Define commonly used terminology

3. Provide a framework to consider ”AI products”

4. Demonstrative examples



Core messages of AI in healthcare

Digital transformation is inevitable

Capabilities increase rapidly

AI is not magical, particularly in medicine

A “competent user” makes all the difference



Counterarguments That We All Know



V1.0 of digitization of medicine: EHR / eRx



We lived through v2.0



Little has changed … but much is changing



The third wave of 

digital disruption in medicine 



Few Healthcare firms and workers use AI/ML… 







Structured, Labelled DataUnstructured* Unlabelled/sparsely labelled data



The “deep learning revolution” in AI/ML: systems 

that model relationships in massive quantities of 

unlabelled, unstructured data



What’s

What’s Different about this third “digitization” hype Cycle?

Broad consumer trends (we saw this before…)
Technological disruption of daily work (ditto)
“Novel” technology … with far reaching implications … and unknown limitations



Commonly Used Terminology

Artificial Intelligence - phenomenon and family 

Weak/Narrow AI (ML) vs. Strong/General AI (“AI”)

Generative AI

Machine Learning - without explicit instruction

Non-Neural Network: Good old regression

Neural Network

Deep Learning - multiple layers 

Supervised Learning

Semi- / Unsupervised Learning

Reinforcement Learning



Is AI new? No …



Why now?















And one ingredient that puts all of these innovations together…



“Generative” models : the power of seq2seq



What if you could…



How far can we get with seq2seq

Img2img

Txt2txt

Img2txt

Txt2img

Img2vid

Aud2vid

Txt2vid

…





ChatGPT: Friend or Foe?

Chat interface

GPT: Generative Pretrained Transformer

With a few tricks up its sleeve…



“Pretrained Transformer”

On what dataset was it pertained?

Why is the composition of the training set so critical? 















…And for practicing pediatricians?





Example: Stroke continuum of care

Rate limiting step in care:

Time to Radiology Read

Automated interpretation of time 
sensitive medical images (LVO, 
PE, AAA)

Automated notification across 

care team (stroke team 
activation)



Example: Spine surgery from planning to performance



Example: “Digital Pathology”



Generative: Next Token Prediction

Pre-trained: Prior training data

Transformer Architecture (decoder)

Actual models are variable or secret

Performance is task specific

Example: Generative AI for Medical Text



Example: in the clinic







Training data + next token prediction =

“If it’s in the training dataset n times”

Much of medicine can be joyfully reduced to 

next token prediction

Expert judgement about rare events should not 

be reduced

Model performance is more contingent than 

we can test

Because we are critically deficient in testing 

human knowledge

Example: GPT & chatbots in medicine





Back to the operating room





Example: Computer Vision / Medical Imaging



Credit:
M. Masson-Forsythe



AI will eat medical image interpretation



1. Is there a detectable, clinically meaningful visual signal in video?

2. Can we capture and process visual surgical data?

3. Can simplistic quantitative measures of surgical actions match baseline 
measures of experience in outcome prediction?

4. Can rudimentary ML systems match clinician judgement in outcome 
prediction?

5. Can more advanced ML systems “watch” surgery to provide qualitative and 
quantitative assessments of performance?



• 20 surgeons
• 1 video/surgeon
• 25-40 min
• Edited to show three key steps

Can We 

Measure 

Intraoperative 

Surgeon

Performance?
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We should transform surgery from an art to a science

AI
AI systems decode intraoperative surgical activity 
from video

INTRAOPERATIVE SURGICAL ACTIVITY

Tumor Resection Suturing

Resect Coag Cut Move Dissect Retract
Needle

handling
Needle

withdrawal

Surgical gestures (how of surgery)

Needle
driving

Subphases
(what of surgery)

Skill level
(how of surgery)

Low

High

Kiyasseh … Donoho et al. Nature BME 2023



Ethical and Legal Considerations

AI Winters

Data

Patient Use

Responsibility of AI Models

Authorship

Medico-legal

Requirement to Disclose?

Societal attitudes can change rapidly



Where we have gone…

1. Explain why AI/ML hype has intensified: 

A confluence of data creation, computational evolution, algorithmic innovation and new 

user experiences leading to rapid societal shifts in perception of a longstanding, slow 

progression of technology.

And why this is coming for healthcare…

2. Define commonly used terminology

AI, ML, DL, GPT, etc. (and why terminology is useful)

3. Provide a framework to consider ”AI products”

Understanding the training/test performance, training/inference costs

4. Demonstrative examples

System integration, notewriting/documentation, computer vision



1. Computers -> microprocessors -> internet -> mobile

2. Low costs to launch ($150K -> $1.5K ($150 now)

3. Era of AMZN, NFLX, AAPL, Zynga, DSNY, GOOG, LNKD, Skype.

4. Software runs everything: cars, Wal-Mart, POL, Fintech.

“Healthcare and education are next up for fundamental software-based 
transformation.”

“Many people lack the education and skills required to participate … every 
company I work with is absolutely starved for talent.”
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Thank You!
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Thank You!




